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BAE Systems updates naval combat systems offer
IHS Jane's 360
BAE Systems has debuted a new naval combat systems portfolio designed to improve the
company's competitive position in UK and international ...
MoD launches £300m tender for delivering agile and cutting-edge innovative research
Government Computing Network
The Ministry of Defence's (MoD) Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) has
issued a £300m tender for the establishment of the 'Serapis ...
Defence Giant BAE Systems Brushes Off Saudi Turbulence Angst, Brexit Worries
Sputnik International
The outlook for Britain's biggest defence company BAE Systems (BAES.L) remains unchanged,
while underlying earnings for its shares are expected ...
The Brits are giving their L85 bullpup rifle this $96M makeover
Military Times
Re-engineered and manufactured under contract by H&K (at the time, a subsidiary of BAE
Systems), the new rifle addressed its predecessors
Aurora partnership to help transform UK defence engineering services
Markets Insider
The Partnership will help DE&S manage these costs, driving effective change and savings
through financial discipline and transparent, simplified ...

£93 million missile project secures over 100 Belfast jobs
GOV.UK
The F-ADAPT, secured by the MOD's procurement agency Defence Equipment and Support
(DE&S), will ensure that this critical capability is ...
Boeing, Safran Joint Venture to Start Operations
AviationPros.com
CHICAGO and PARIS, Nov. 9, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Boeing [NYSE: BA] and Safran [EPA: SAF]
have received regulatory approvals for a joint venture ...
Saudi Arabia makes a push for defence joint ventures
gulfnews.com
Saudi Arabia, the world's third-largest defence spender, is seeking partnerships to develop its
own domestic defence industry with the goal of ...
Europe's next-gen fighter jet is stuck in the bickering phase
DefenseNews.com
The German news outlet Der Spiegel reported last month that ... So for now, the industrial
“saber-rattling” continues, as one German defense official ...
China showcases leap in fighter engine tech at air show
Financial Times
China showcases leap in fighter engine tech at air show ... an advance in defence technology
that Beijing has pursued for more than two decades

